SEVEN YEARS SINCE RUSSIA’S ILLEGAL ANNEXATION OF CRIMEA

18 March 2014: 
Russia illegally annexed the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol – a violation of the territorial integrity of Ukraine

27 March 2014: 
United Nations General Assembly adopted Resolution 68/262 ‘Territorial integrity of Ukraine’. All EU Member States vote for the resolution

EU’S RESPONSE?

NON-RECOGNITION POLICY AND SANCTIONS

IMPORTS to the EU from Crimea 
BANNED

INVESTMENT by EU companies in Crimea 
BANNED

EXPORTS to Crimea for products or technology related to transport, telecoms or the energy sectors; or the exploration of oil, gas and mineral resources 
BANNED

EU TOURISM SERVICES in Crimea 
BANNED

ASSET FREEZES AND VISA BANS

177 PEOPLE are on the sanctions list for actions undermining Ukraine’s territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence

48 ENTITIES’ (companies or institutions) 
EU assets have been frozen: 11 in Crimea and Sevastopol